Abstract -Due to the presence of speckle in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image, the existing registration algorithms, which are successfully used in optical remote sensing image, are usually not applicable to it directly. An automatic SAR image registration algorithm is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the element triangles are constructedfrom the point targets detectedfrom the SAR images; then they are matched by integrating triangle moment invariance proposed in this paper and region invariant moments; finally, the LMSE algorithm is used to estimate the affine transformation parameters, thus the SAR images can be registered automatically. The proposed algorithm is evaluated and compared with the existing methods by means of invariant moments (IM) and affine moment invariants (AMI). It is shown from Monte-Carlo simulations that the proposed algorithm is robust to detection error and partial correspondence of control points (CPs), and has higher ratio of correct matching than the methods using IM or AMI Experimental results show that the proposed new algorithm is not only valid in the automatic registration of SAR images, but also can avoid the influence caused by speckle in feature detection and feature matching process.
Introduction
Image registration as a fundamental task in image processing is used to geometrically align two or more images of the same scene at different times, from different viewpoints, and/or from different sensors. It is a crucial step in all image analysis tasks in which the final information is gained from the combination of various data sources, like in image fusion, change detection, multi-channel image restoration, and etc. Existing image registration techniques broadly fall into two categories: the area-based and the feature-based methods ['] . In the area-based methods, the matching measure is usually the normalized cross-correlation. These methods are not welladapted to the SAR and/or multi-sensor image registration. Feature-based registration methods, which extract and match the common structures from two images, have been shown to be more suitable for this task [2' 3] . Because of the presence of speckle in SAR image, algorithms and approaches successfully used in optical remote sensing image are frustrated.
Contours are the general structure feature in images. But, the presence of speckle noise due to the coherent nature of the illumination makes it difficult to detect good edge and contour in SAR image [4 5 ]. Various smoothing techniques can be applied before edge detection, but this in turn may affect the accuracy of the contour location. Good results based on the Canny edge detector were reported in [6] and [7] . However, many contours corresponding to continuous boundaries were broken. The LoG edge detector can produce unbroken contours, but also generates false contours because of the textural patterns present in the SAR image. For SAR image registration, the basic contour matching methods do well in optical image registration are thwarted. This paper proposes a novel algorithm for SAR image registration. Instead of detecting and using contours in image, the algorithm uses triangle as the basic element for registration. The triangle is called element triangle in this paper. Taking strong scatterers in SAR image as its vertices, the element triangles are a set of triangles built by connecting each point to its natural neighbors. Hence, the problems in edge/contour detection, edge linking, and false contour removing are avoided. At the same time, the image is split into several regions, which is called element regions, by element triangles, and the normal regionbased feature can be used in matching process. Furthermore, a new affine invariant is proposed and used to match element triangle. By combining these two similarity measures, the affine transformation parameters can be estimated. In Sec. 4 Strong scatterers (as feature points) detection can easily be done by using point target detector proposed in [4] . The detector, which is based on the ratio of the mean value of an inner window to that of the outer window, was shown to be efficient for point target detection [4' 10] Since the point target signal does not satisfy the multiplicative speckle model, the ratio of the inner and outer window is beyond a statistically determined threshold. And the threshold can be determined by fixing a constant false alarm rate.
It is an important problem that the much closer the matched CPs are, the less accuracy the estimated transformation parameters are. To deal with this problem, an user-defined radius is used to spread out the detected CPs. Also, this post-processing could make the element triangle big enough to build triangle invariants as described in next section.
Triangle invariants
There exist two kinds of invariants: relative invariants and absolute invariants. Mathematically, a relative invariant is represented as[i"] IR(P,a)= AIR,(p,a) (1) where p E R2 , A depends only on the transformation parameters. An absolute invariant can easily be obtained by eliminating A between two relative invariants.
Assuming that reference image and sensed image have m and n points, respectively, and they have k points in common. Let P = {PI, P2 ... Pm } be a set of points in reference image and Pa = {Pa,l I Pa,2 n n Pa,n be a set of points in sensed image. By selecting three points from P and Pa , there are r < C. and q < C, element triangles.
Denoting these element triangles as T = {t, t2,... , t, } and Ta ={ta lIta7 2 . t,q }, respectively. The ith element triangle, which is arbitrarily picked up from reference image, is split by its centroid (xi^, y1) into three subtriangles. The area of each sub-triangle is Idet{Sk (i)} /2, (2) Assuming the jth element triangle in Ta is an affine mapping image of the ith element triangle in T. Correspondingly, the area of each sub-triangle is |det{Sa k (i)}|/2, (k = 1, 2,3), whose formulation is similar to eq. (2) . These areas are relative affine invariants. Absolute invariants can be derived by considering the ratio of any pair of triangles. Ideally (5 k=l The result is also an r x q distance matrix in 7 dimension feature space, which represents the similarity between the element regions in two images. Based on the principle of minimum distance classifier, the distance is the similarity measure of the two regions.
Candidate merging
Methods such as in [16] 
The algorithm of image registration
Based on the two similarity matrices defined above, the following registration algorithm is developed.
1) Based on the output of the feature points detection and sorting program, the m points in the reference image and the n points in the sensed image are filtered (the feature points close to image margin are not credible) and shrunk (the feature points too close to each other provide too small element triangle useless).
2) Using the reduced points, the r element triangles in the reference image and the q element triangles in the sensed image are built, labeled, and ordered. Let T = {tl, t2 , *tr} and IT {tal,ta 2**ta qt} denote these element triangles, and let Vt denotes a set of the potential matched element triangles. Here, the Delaunay triangulation is used to build element triangles.
3) Compute two r x q feature matrices, D = {d(i, j)} and E = {e(i, j)}, for each element triangle. The outputs from the step 6 are six parameters of the affine transformation between the reference image and the sensed image.
Remark. There can be an additional step in the algorithm between step Fig. 1(a) and Fig.   2(a) . Considering the real situation, the following aspects are evaluated and compared with the methods using IM or AMI.
Firstly, the robustness to the position detection error is considered. Assuming the detection errors in direction x and y are independent and both obey uniform distribution U (1, N) , N E AZ . Hence the maximum position detection error is XThN. Detection errors are generated randomly in direction x and y separately and added on the true coordinates. Then 100 Monte-Carlo simulations are performed. In each Monte-Carlo simulation, the accuracy of using IM and AMI are also calculated for comparison.
It is necessary to note that the higher the order of AMI is, the more sensitive it is to noise [16] , so the first to fourth order of AMIs are used in this paper. In order to avoid influence of additional process such as geometric transformation or interpolation, the original images are not affine transformed.
Let N = 5 , the positions before and after adding detection errors of one simulation are plotted in Fig. l(b) and Fig. 2(b) . Comparing with IM and AMI methods, the average accuracy of each method is calculated after 100 simulations as shown in Table 1 . Secondly, the robustness to the partial correspondence of the CPs is considered. The case is simulated by eliminating one or two CPs from the candidate set randomly. The position errors are also added for the remained CPs with N= 5. For the reason mentioned before, no geometric transformation and interpolation are made. Fig. l(c) and Fig. 2(c) For the comprehensive case, position error, partial correspondence and affine transformation are all combined together. The two images are affine transformed using eq. (10) and added position detection error with N = 5 and 12# CP in SAR image and 16# CP in IKONOS image are removed, separately, and the interpolation method is bicubic. One of 100 Monte-Carlo simulations is shown in Fig. l(d) and Fig. 2(d) . Table 3. gives the average accuracy of the three methods. Furthermore, several approaches, such as [17] , [18] and [19] , have been proposed in order to obtain sub-pixel accuracy in the image interpolation step. These approaches can be adopted as a post processing, but are not used in this paper for their computational expensiveness.
From the Monte-Carlo simulations, it can be seen that the accuracy of the proposed method is higher than the method using IM and AMI in all these three cases. The robustness partly owes to avoiding edge/contour detection, edge linking, and false contour removing in such multiplicative noise situation as in SAR image or complex texture case as in IKONOS image, partly attributes to the candidate merging procedure.
As the IKONOS image in comprehensive case an example, the percentage of correct matched CPs is 75.71% and the top three matched element triangles are A(4, 6, 9) A(3, 6, 9) , A (3, 4, 6) A (3, 4, 9) and A (4, 5, 9) A (1, 3, 6) . Hence, five pairs of CPs are used to estimate the parameters without candidate merging and other pairs are only used for calculating error. The RMSE for each CP after registration is err1 listed in Table 4 . The average RMSE is 0.85 pixel. By using candidate merging step, all the 15 pairs are correctly matched. The RMSE of each CP after registration is calculated and listed in Table 4 as err2, and the average RMSE is 0.31 pixel. It is not only a step to verify and extract correctly matched CP pairs, but also make much more and widely distributed CP pairs to take part in the parameters estimation. Thus, it can be said that candidate merging process improves the accuracy and robustness to a certain extent.
Application to SAR image
The experimental result using the proposed algorithm for automated RADASAT SAR image registration is provided as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3(a) and (b) show two SAR images taken from the same sense with slight affine transformation. Thirteen feature points and nine feature (11) y'=0.0520 x+0.9977 y-0.6210 The registration result is shown in Fig. 3(e) . c) Fig. 3 The element triangles of the reference image (a) and sensed image (b); and the registration result (c).
Conclusions
In this paper, an algorithm for automatic SAR image registration using the features of virtual element triangles and regions is presented. Feature points and the geometric relationship between them give us a lot of structure information of the image. The proposed method is a novel idea to build triangles from feature points detected in SAR image, which avoid the contour detection process that is frustrated in SAR image. Then, the registration has been done by integrating the two type invariants of the element triangle and region. Both Monte-Carlo simulations and experiment show that the proposed algorithm can perform well. A possible future research topic is to use the multisensor images in our experiments. Otherwise, the much closer the matched CPs are, the less accuracy the estimated transformation parameters are. And the more of the correct matching pairs are, the more accuracy the estimated transformation parameters are. Hence, another future research topic is to develop a selecting decision method, which can make the number of matched points be as much as possible and the distribution of them in image space be as uniform as possible.
